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Sunday 4th July 2021 

The designers of an innovative website 
call their creation a “snapshot” of our 
world.  Every hour, computers monitor 
international news sources, select the 
most frequently occurring words and 
pictures, then display them as an 
interactive image.  Over time, these 
hourly snapshots compose a mosaic of 
unfolding world events. 
 

If a computer could track our words and 
actions, what would a snapshot of 
yesterday reveal?  Over the weeks and 
months, what patterns would emerge?  
And what theme would dominate the 
final mosaic of our lives? 
 

Psalm 90, a prayer of Moses the man of 
God, is a powerfully honest look at the 
brevity and significance of life.  The 
writer compares an entire lifetime to a 

dream or blade of grass, and cries out to 
God, “So teach us to number our days 
that we may gain a heart of wisdom” 
Psalm 90:12.  Our days often seem so 
insignificant, yet they add up to much.  
The message renders verse 12 “Teach 
us to live wisely and well.”  It is a prayer 
for the snapshot of life with the final 
image in view. 
 

When all the pictures of our life are laid 
on the table, they will reveal our 
recurring words and actions.  What story 
will they tell?  It’s worth considering as 
we make our choices each day. 
 

God has given life abundant, 
Live it fully every day. 

Though our time on earth is fleeting, 
He goes with us all the way. 

(Our Daily Bread) 

Dear Knitters,  the WA would appreciate you knitting us scarves 

for adults and children—we are very short of these items.  A standard 
basic knitting pattern for the scarves is available.  Send Elzunia an email 
and she will forward you a copy. 
 Thank you for your continued support and for all the beautiful items 

that are delivered regularly.  You do make a difference in a persons life.  Keep those needles 

clacking!!!!!  For more information contact  Valerie Dunn 041-3794379. 
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PRAYER LIST:  
Joy Lawlor, Ewin Collen, Daniel’s Family, 
Cyril Swart, de Klerk & family, Nikki, Kyle & 
Baby Molly Robertson, Gloria Hogg, 
Callahan family, Cecily Chase, Eric & Elsie 
Baxter, Jan Welsh, Barrie Hart, Laura 
Speed, Freda Lock, Don Corson, John 
Goldsmith, Myrna Cherrington, Mike 
Clingham, Henry & Valerie Smith, Molly & 
Brian Paddey, Allan & Coral Campbell.  

What Christ Is To Us 
The Shield from every dart; 
The Balm for every smart; 
The Sharer of each load; 
Companion on the road. 
The Door into the fold; 
The Anchor that will hold; 
The Shepherd of the sheep; 
The Guardian of my sleep. 
The Friend with Whom I talk; 
The Way by which I walk; 
The Light to show the way; 
The Strength for every day. 
The Source of my delight; 
The Song to cheer the night; 
The Thought that fills my mind; 
The Best of All to find—is Jesus! 

Anonymous 

"The Gospel is open to all; the most 
respectable sinner has no more 
claim on it than the worst."  

D. Martyn Lloyd-Jones (1899-1981),  
Welsh preacher and writer.  


